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Registrars say pass/fail grades have failed
College Press Service

Pass/fail grading systems have
failed, and students who have a
chance to use them generally reject them, according to a survey of
over 1600 colleges using the pass/
fail system.
Dr. C. James Quann, registrar at
Washington State University and
author of the survey, says students
do worse when they're given pass/
fail grades instead of letter grades.
"Many institutions are begin-

ning to realize students perform on
a lower level with pass/fai l systems, " he says. "Students come to
class late, skip classes, don't do assignments and hold other students
back. Performance is below par in
many cases."
Quann sees the system as a vestige of the more experimental sixties and early seventies.
Even so, "orily a small percentage of schools that initiated pass/
fail options abandoned them altogether on the theory that if you

give students something, it hurts to '
take it away," Quann adds.
Northwest Missouri State University, for example, changed its
pass/fail system in 1979, letting
students use it in a maximum of
nine credit hours.
"It's not overused anymore," reports Registrar Linda Girard.
"People were taking advantage of
it: using it for hard major classes
and GED requirements. Faculty is
much happier now."
Quann's own Washington State

still offers pass/fail options, but
only seven percent of the student
body uses it.
"Faculty instituted this system to
encourage learning for the sake of
learning, instead of a competitive
environment," reports Nancy Pascal, associate registrar at the University of California-Santa Cruz.
" Students like this environment
and the freedom to test things more
than under a traditional system,"
she claims. "Facu lty is committed
(to it) despite the enormous task of

written evaluations."
Quann believes more schools
are moving away from pass/fail
systems, however, if only because
grading fashions change from time
to time.
Pass/fail systems were common
in the 19th Century, until they
were supplanted by numerical
grading practices, he explains.
Symbols and letters later appeared
to · summarize numerical groupings.

publicity should contact adviser
Eileen McCormack for more information at 527-2045.
The meeting also included
speeches by the advisers and
chairpeople of the various committees which make up the CAPB;
these are the committees on : bus
trips, dance, drama, festivals and
fairs, films, jazz7 Kean artist series,
publicity, minority cultural programs, scheduling, Townsend lee-

ture series, and visiting artist
series. Some of the events planned
for October include the foreign
film Seven Beauties on the 23 in J100 at 1 :40 p.m. and 7:40 p.m.
and the film Policy Academy on 21
and 24 also in J-100.
The meeting ended with the
positive note of the hard work and
dedication of the chairpeople and
advisers and- the hope for continued success in the future.

CAPB-past, present,future
By Patrick Ochs

On Wednesday, September 26
in Downs Hall, there was a meeting of the Cultural Arts Programming Board (CAPB) in which director of Student Activities, Christopher Cottle and Assistant Director
Peggy Melchione reviewed the

committee's past successes and
failures and discussed possibilities
for the future.
The major topic of discussion
was the lack of student awareness
and participation. To combat this
problem, a special effort is being
made to th~roughly exploit_~heir

mediums of advertisement such as
posters, calendars, newspaper announcements, radio, and handouts. Peggy Melchione noted that
these methods have already improved student attendance over
last year and are likely to increase
student awareness in the future .
Anyone interested in helping with

Peggy Melchione speaking at C:6-PB dinner.

NSA h·olds voter
registration
Students take time out to enjoy the weather, while others rush to meet classes.

Back up for Backstreets
By Nanette Strehl

Two-hundred and fifty fans who
had anticipated seeing Backstreets
perform in the cafeteria at the AllCollege Party last Thursday never
got the chance. "I didn't anticipate
such a large crowd," said Senior
Class President Manny Adeleye.
The 250 people had to be turned
away because of the cafeteria's
450 person limit.
According to Mr. Adeleye, the
problem could have been eliminated if tickets had been sold in advance, rather than at the door.

In this issue:

Fans waited in line for tickets up
until 11 p.m ., two hours after the
show had started. The line ran
from the main entrance of the
cafeteria and stretched all the way
to the Barnes & Noble Bookstore.
No incidents occurred, however,
when the 250 people were asked
to leave.
Backstreets popularity stems
from the fact that they play the
music of whom most consider to
be the hottest rock' n roll performer
today, Bruce Springsteen. It was
apparent from watchng the crowd
dance to two-75 minute sets that

they play Mr. Springsteen's music
rather well.
This was the first All-College
Party sponsored by the senior
class. According to Mr. Adeleye,
the party's purpose was to "p'u t the
senior class in the limelight because they really haven't been
there in the past." He added, "This
party will be a stepping stone for
other groups to what we did here
tonight."
l
The total cost of the party, which
was funded by the senior class ,
was$3 , 500.

By Ade-ldera
1, 800 student government presiSince September 6, the National dents, newspaper editors, and
Student Affairs Office has been public interest research groups
holding a voter registration drive fromalloverthecountry.
on campus in an attempt to get as
Funding for the New Jersey '
many students as possible to regis- Voter Registration campaign (total
ter and vote. NSA Director Julia expenditure $30,704) has come
Talarick and Assistant Director from the New Jersey Student AsClarence Coggins Ill have set up ta- sociation. "Contrary to the rumors
bles in various buildings during the that have been peddling around
week of the 23rd, visited dorms, the campus, the NJSA has been
and pla 1, to visit classrooms during wholly financing the voter registra. the week of October 1.
tion effort in New Jersey," said Mr.
"The major factor in registering Coggins.
to vote is to have the power to inTwo-hundred students have refluence the various programs that gistered so far in the drive. Miss
affect us as students," said Mr. Talarick feels that more students
Coggins. Miss Talarick feels th_at it _ would register if it was easier for
is extremely important to register - them to do so: "Any citizen who is
and vote "because it is a Presiden- of age should be able to show their
tial election year, and the student birth certificate and another form
vote could influence this elec- of l.D. when they goto vote and be
tion."
registered ."
Voter registration drives are takStudents who wish to register
ing place both on state and na- can do so by stopping by the NSA
tional levels. A caucus held at Har- office in the College Center, room
vard University in Boston on Feb- 118. The drive is expected to end
ruary 10-12 was attended by over on October 9.
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NEWSBEAT

Request to lend a hand
By Patricia Be/bey
Concerned about the increasing
litter problem on campu s, President W eiss, in a recent interview,
asked students and facul ty to "lend
a hand" to make Kean a more
beautiful place.
" Kean is a very beautiful campus
with great potential/ said Dr.
Weiss. " It could be even more
beautiful." .He added that everyone is concerned with the environment today, even to the degree that
courses are offered in that area.
However, people don't realize that
the campus is their environment.
From cigarette butts to straws to
styrofoam cups, Kean's litter is becoming more evident, as stressed
in a recent Independent editorial.
Kean parki ng lots and bu ilding
perimeters are major locations of
litter accumulation.
Dr. Weiss suggested several
methods to combat litter in addition to his " lend a hand" slogan .
One of them is the implementation
of recycling center. "Maybe that
would be good for some of the
clubs to start, " Weiss said. Other
methods include those that were
instituted by state and city governments. New York State's new bot-

tie bill , whereby people who return bottles and cans receive small
reward s, has been effective.
Mayor Koch recently appointed
1,000 city students to be "deputy
mayors" for the purpose of keeping

an eye on I itterbugs.
Although Dr. Weiss isn't ready
to appoint "deputy presidents," he
does feel that Kean's looks w ill improve by havi ng everyone do their
part.

Kean joins Yale and Harvard
What do Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and Kean College have in common? Omicron Delta Epsilon, the International Honor Society in
Economics with over four hundred chapters located throughout the
world. The objectives of the Society are to promote scholarship and to
provide a link between academia and government and business. In
order to implement these goals, the Mu Chapter of Omicron Delta Epsilon at Kean College is planni ng the formu lation of an economic tutori ng
squad, career lectures and an excursion to the New York Stock Exchange.
All Management Science and Econom ic Majors are invited to join .
To qualify for membersh ip all students must have completed 58 semester hours of 32 semester hours for transfer students at Kean College with
acumulativeG.P.A. of3 .0orbetter.
Interested students are advised to attend the next meeting of Omicron
Delta Epsilon on Tuesday, October 9 in Willis 413 at 1 :40 p.m . (college
hour) or to contact Dr. M . Fulop in the Management Science Office or
Barbara Fingers, president, 527-2952 .

President Weiss lends a hand in keeping the campus neat.

Carry Bfaclc

IN &50, THE PILL GAVE
WOMEN A NEW FREEDOM.
IN 1984,THE SIDNGE GIVES
WOMEN A NEW CHOICE.
It's been a long time .Twenty-four years,
and there hasn't been a sensible new option
,., .., in birth control.
Until Today.™Today, the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years.
The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a fu ll 24 hours.
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects.
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective:' It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges have been sold.
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient
12-pack.
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to: our 24-hour Today TalkLine. If you have any q uestions, or you're just
wondering if -The Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800-223-2329. (In California, 800-222-2329.)
Finally, you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But,
best of all, you have another choice you never had before . ,,, ;\._:;,,~ ,.
Until Today.
, ,·;-, ·· .
:t::::;;;r-.

SAVE
$
1.00
ON TWO 3-PACKS OR ONE 12-PACK.

To Consumer: Limit one coupon per purchase. Good only on products designated. Consumer pays
sales tax To Retailer: We will reimburse you lhe face value of !his coupon plus S.08 handling
provided Iha! you and the consumer have complied with the terms of our coupon offer This
coupon is good only when redeemed by you from a consumer al lime of purchasing the
specified product. Any other use constitutes fraud Redemptions nor honored
through brokers or other outside agencies. Invoices showing your
- - - -,
purchase of sufficient stock to cover all coupons must be shown upon
request. Void if prohibited, taxed or restricted. This coupon in nontransferable. non-assignable, non-reproducible. Cash value 1/201h ol
S.01 . Offer good only m U.S.A. Redeem by mailing 10: VLI Corporation.
PO. Box 4400, Clinton. Iowa 52734.

~~
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A winner returns
Pianist Robert Taub, whose performance last December at Kean's
Concert Series was a real winner, will appear for a return engagement
on Saturday, October 13 at8 p.m., when the Kean Concert Series opens
.its new season . Judging by the acclaim with which he was received,
Mr. Taub, an outstanding interpreter of modern and classical music,
will find a receptie audience.
Raised in Metuchen, N.J., Mr. Taub's credits are numerous: He is a
Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Princeton University, has earned a doctorate from the Juilliard School, and has won many awards, such as the
coveted Peabody-Mason award of Boston, the International New Music
Competition in Washington, a special grant from the Martha Baird Rockefeller Fund for Music for his unique performing talents, and others.
He has performed at al ice Tully Hall, given recitals in Washington, Boston , Chicago, Los Angeles and San Francisco, and has toured Europe,
Latin America and the Far East - all to the highest critical acclaim for
his sensitive interpretations of a repertoire ranging from baroque to
modern. A scholar as well as a performer, Mr. Taub has taught at Drew

University and at the Juilliard School.
Tickets may be purchased at the Wilkins Theatre Box Office.
Other concerts in the series will feature Juana Zayas, Cuban-born
pian ist, on December 8; the Concerto Soloists of Philadelphia w ith Pau l
Badura-Skoda as soloist on February 8; Nadia Salerno-Sonenberg, violinist, on March 16; and the Panocha String Quartet on April 12. There
are special rates for series tickets.

SpecialEdnew rules and regulations
The first annual Kathryn Albert Gasorek Memorial Symposium will
be held by the Kean College of New Jersey's Institute of Child Study October 10at8p.m. in Downs Hall.
The program will review the new rules and regulations for special
education (N.J.A.C. 6:28) afterthe6 p.m. dinner.
Dr. Marie Segal, of Turnersville, who is the acti ng director of Ch ild
Study at Kean, will moderate. Guest speakers incl ude: Jeffrey O sowski,
Dr. Patricia Brady and Dr. Marilyn Bonyo all of the New Jersey State
Department of Education.
The symposi um and dinner are in honor of the late Dr. Gasorek
whose name was recently given to the Kean College bu ild ing that
houses the child study clinic. She served the college for 18 years during
which she was a professor and the director of the Institute of Child
Study.
Materials involved in the preparation of th is program were prepared
by Wh ite Publications.
Admission to the Symposi um is free and open to the public but the
preced ing dinner is $15.00. For further information, contact Institute
of Chi ld Study, Kean College 527-2380 .

FASAin
full swing

r- ------ - - ------------ · -

L- -

Test your speech and hearing
Kean College of New Jersey's Speech and Hearing Cl inic is offering
free diagnostic and therapeutic services for children and adults w ith
commu nication disorders.
, Kean's clinic, directed by Dr. Joyce C. Heller, evaluates each patient
to first determine the type of disorder, and then to assist in the development of rehabilitation program or medical treatment.
·
Communication disorders such as articulation, fluency and swallowing can be the result of various physiological and/or psychological impairments.
Forfurther information contact Dr. Heller at 527-2218.

,~;;f,;w~f

*Clinical tests have ccmcluJed that women can expect an annual effectiveness ratt' of 89-91";, if they use the Today Sponge consistently
and according to label instructions. © 1984 VU Corp. li.xlay anJ The Spon1ie are rraJemarks of VU Corp.

The Fine Arts Student Association is in full swing for the 1984-85
school year!
F.A.S.A. in the past has sponsored parties, trips to art related
events, life drawing sessions, arts
dialogue - talks and demonstrations by major artist, and film .
So far F.A.S.A. has participated
in the very successful Campus
Awareness Festival, and we won
for the Best Table Decoration Display.
September 25 was Open De-

partment Day at Vaughn-Eames
Building, with each coordinator of

the- individual art fields delivering
short speeches to sum up their
ideas and plans for the future. Also
the chairperson of the Art Department, spoke about his hopes for his
first full term, which shows much
promise. Slides were also shown of
the teachers' art pieces.
Our next . meeting will be October 16, all dates for meetings and
life drawing sessions will be posted
in the V.E. lobby on the F.A.S.A.
Bulletin Board. Hope to see you at
our meetings.
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Speak Out

By Laura Sosna

What do you wear to bed?

Stephanie Schibell
"My CCB college party and concert t-shirts. "

'

I wear Wonder Woman underoos. H

Tracey Underwood
_,,My Calvin Klein underwear
with at-shirt."

NI wear at-shirt and underwear."

Please.· note

'

Sheryl Morris

Heather Redd

Quinten Sutton
NA jock strap."

The Great Debate between G .
Gordon Liddy and Dr. Timothy
Leary wi II be presented at 8 : 15
p.m . October 17, in Wilkins
Theatre at Kean College of New
Jersey. Free Tickets are required.

Tickets can be obtained from Wilkins Theatre, the evening office located in Hutchinson J- 106 or from ·
the Office of Student Activities,
Monday through Friday 10:00
a.m. to 5:00; orcall 527-2044.

CONSIDERING PART-TIME
OR FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT?
Why not look into the challenging field of banking!

• -=

Frankie Pais
NDr . Denton's flannel seat
pajamas with the flap-in-the-back,
and a night cap with a ball on the
top. "

Joseph Guglielmo
NMy fireproof pajamas that I got
when I was thirteen years old . If
Fran Cohen
I'm feeling really sexy I wear my niNSilk nighties, net stockings, and cest underwear, and my pink-piga garter belt with a diamond chip." . poodle slippers."

ROTC - not all it's cracked up to be
''Women in military are twice as likely to be-raped
than women in civilia~ society."
By Clarence Noman Minor
Coggins Ill, assistant director NSA
andjulia Talarick, directorNSA
Students Bew are!!! If you plan
on going up to that neatly dressed,
smiling ROTC officer's recru itment
table you better be aware of some
facts and figures.
Did you know that women in the
military are twice as likely to be
raped than are women in civilian
society? This fact was reported in
an official United States Army publication called the Army Times .
Seventy-five percent of all
women in the military service have
suffered at least some form of sexual harrassment or abuse during
their stay in the mil itary. Although
this figure is an estimate, it is a fact
that this problem runs rampant in
the armed forces.
Did you know that because of
Chapter 5, Army Regulation 40501 an entire class of students are
denied access to enrollment in
ROTC programs. This ordinance
prevents students, on the basis of
affectional preference, from com-

peting for the programs scholarships.
ROTC programs lim it women
enrollment to 15 % of all participants by a national quota. Nursing
programs are the only excepti on .
In those programs there is unl imited support for women. Yet, the ·
oppression and limiti ng of women
still exist even in this area. This is
because the possibility for career
advancement is stymied. Also
35% of the enti re female w orkforce of the mil ita ry have been
traditionally and arbitrarily assigned to 13% of the mil itary clerical/administrative positions.
On the economic front, in 1980
a survey was done by the W isconsin Vocational and Technical
School Board . The survey , found
that 81 % of their graduates were
able to find jobs in their area of
training. In a staff report from the
Office Secretary of Defense, the
fact that the percentage of enlistees
which are likely to be trained in a
salea_b le~kill is only 12.5% .
Mundane task assignments, ie
janitorial support, is often what

personnel with technical and advanced skills get. This fact was presented in the Beard Report on the
Army (prepared by Rep. Robin
Beard , R-Tenn .). It proved that the
correlation between actual assignments and job training/education
is vi rtually non-existent, once one
was in the army. It can be correctly
and logically concluded that even
graduati ng from a ROTC program
with a commission does not
guarantee job placement.
An additional piece of information is that recent veterans suffer a
50% higher unemployment than
non-veterans in the same group.
This figure was reported by CARD
(the National <:;ommittee Against
Registration and the Draft) .
Before you go and sign up at that
friendly recruiter's table remember ·
these facts and figures . If you want
more information come by the National Student Affairs Office, Rm
CC- 118, or call (201) 351-1040.
Remember, you've only got one
life to live, so try to avoid as many
mistakes as possible.

Phi Kappa Phi recognizes academic excellence
Kean College is privileged to
have a chapter of the academic
honor society Phi Kappa Phi on
campus. One of the oldest honor
societies in America (founded at
the Universities of Maine, Tennessee, and Penn State in 1897), Phi
Kappa Phi was chartered at Kean in
1977, a great honor for Kean College. The society, unlike its sister
society Ph~ Beta Kappa, includes
members of all academic disciplines, not only the Liberal Arts
and Sciences . In order to be invited
to join, juniors have to be in the top
2% of their class, seniors in the top

6%, graduate students in the top
10% (or, a straight A average).
As a member, you are one of a
select group of the best academic
students in the nation, a group
from which employers like to
draw, even compete for.
In addition, you are invited to a
formal initiation ceremony on
campus in May, an affair that promotes the love of learning and excellence . At the initiation ceremony new members are inducted
into the society, and refreshments
are served.
At this event the eyes of not only

the inductees, but also family, relatives, and friends are full of justifiable pride. They glow, and so do
all of us who take part in this happy
occasion .
The officers on campus are Dr.
Eileen Kennedy, Dr. Charles
Fethe, Professor Marylin Kelland,
Dr. Donald Drall , and Dr. William
Evans . The student Vice-President
is Monique Cosman.
If you join Phi Kappa Phi , you
are a member for life. It' s something
on
your
permanent
academic record, and something
you will be proud of all your life!

United Counties. a progressive S750 million commercial
bank with offices located in Union. Monmouth and Somerset Counties. offers an excellent opportunity to gain valued experience and earn an income to help meet your
personal and school expenses.
We have a continuing need for part-time and full time tellers. Fort-timers may work 3 to 5 day schedules. early morning, mid-day, afternoon/evening hours. while full-timers
may work a normal schedule which Is ideally suited to
night students.

Even if you do not have experience. we wm traln you ttioroughty and pay you during this period.

To apply, you may come directly to the A9rsonnel Office at
4 Commerce Drive. off exit 136. Garden State Forkway in
Cranford. N.J. 07016. or obtain an application at any of
our foll0\1/ing branch offices:

OTHER OPENINGS
We also have full-time and part-time c lerical openings. Call (201 ) 931-6544 for more information on
these oppcrtunities. Please mention the name of
your school.

UNION COUNTY
BERKELEY HEIGHTS
350 Springfield Ave.
CLARK
315 Central Ave.
CRANFORD
100 South Ave .• E.
Union County College 1033 Sp ringfield Ave.
ELIZABETH
142 Brood St.
715 Elizabeth Ave.
470 Rahway Ave . ,
609 Westfield Ave .
350 Westminster Ave.
HILLSIDE
122 1 Liberty Ave .
KENILWORTH
477 Boulevard
LINDEN
201 North Wood Ave.
1158 E. st. Georges Ave .
236 W. St. Georges Ave.
SPRINGFIELD
Hillside Ave & Route 22
223 Mountain Ave.
SUMMrT
299 Morris Ave.
30 Maple st.

'
MONMOUTH
COUNTY
BELFORD
45 Leonardville Rd.
CHAPEL HILL
443 Route 35
EATONTOWN
Monmouth Mall-Route 35
KEANSBURG
Church St. & Carr Ave.
LINCROFT
6CO Newman Spring s Rd.
MIDDLETOWN
857 Route 35
OAKHURST
221 Monmouth Rd .
PORT MONMOUTH
57 Route 36
SHREWSBURY
Shrewsbury & Sycamore Ave.

SOMERSET COUNTY
NORTH PLAINFIELD
274 Somerset st.

UNITED COUNTIES
TRUST COMPANY
equal opportunity employer M/FIH
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Editorials

Letters

Stay the course

Looking ahead

Kean's undergraduate catalog requires that freshman attend all classes and encourage_s sophomores, juniors, and
seniors to do the same. Perhaps the catalog should also require that all professors attend all classes, and once there,
hold those classes for the duration of the period.
Professors who have the attitude of "let's get this thing
over with as soon as possible" and dismiss the classes too
early are short-changing students. So are the ones who
cancel classes without having good reason for doing so.
There may be several reasons why some professors act
this way. Perhaps they never really wanted to be in the profession in the first place. If so, that's their problem, not the
students. Perhaps others feel they can cover a certain topic
in 30 minutes instead of 75. Perhaps they can. But that's
not the point. Coveri ng it as thorough ly as possibly is a part
of their job . Cutting the time in half cuts back on the completeness of the topic itself.
There's a danger to this that professors may not see. And
that's that their cut backs may be affecting what their students put out. Indifference is highly contagious.
Professors who cancel and cut back on class time should
realize that they owe their students more than they're giving them. They should also remember who's supplying
them with their paychecks. In case they've forgotten, it's
the students.

Fix it and forget it
President Weiss's response to the problem of parking at
Kean (see page 5, The President's response) overlooks simple solutions to fix the hazards the lots pose and focuses
on a problem (the shortage of spaces) that has been blown
out of proportion.
Let's face it, there's really no serious shortage of parking
spaces at Kean. Those who say there is are those who refuse to park out at the end of Vaugh-Eames from sheer laziness. "Those who think they have to walk too far to get to

their classrooms should_visit other state colleges, which
make Kean's walk seem like a hop, skip, and a jump in
comparison.
It is true that there are days such as add/drop, when no
parking spaces can be found, but this doesn't constitute
the need to build parking structures, which President
Weiss said isn't likely to happen because we're a small college (which is in itself unsound reasoning since one can't
consider an enrollmentofover 13,000 small).
President Weiss's suggestion to schedule classes more
evenly (meaning more on Friday's) probably wouldn't
please those who incessantly complain about the supposed shortage, especially when the warmer months approach and students want to get an early start on their
weekends.
Perhaps the only way to please those who think there is
a shortage would be start shuttle bus services from the lots
to the buildings. This way students could sit on a bus and
avoid getting a little exercise.
Students and the administration should focus on the real
problem - the conditions of the lots. Fix them, and put the
subject of parking to rest.
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To The Editor:
As a concerned American committed to the election of a competent candidate to the presidency, I
am constantly confronted by the
same argument : " If inflation, unemployment and interest rates are
down how could Reagan be doing
a bad job?" At first glance this presents itself as a formidable argument, but allow me to explain the
facts relating to this misguided
statement. At the same time I'd like
to dispel the Reagan myth that a
short period of suffering by the
lower class will manifest itself in
the form of economic prosperity
for the entire nation .
Inflation, unemployment and
interest rates are down but the cost
still is too high. I won't bore you
w ith the fact that Reaganom ics has
been fi nanced by the budgets of
progressive soci al programs and
huge corporate tax breaks because
my argument delves deeper than
that. (Any Neanderthal man could

have boosted the economy by
pumping billions of dollars into it.)
I wish to outline the real damage
this "pumping up" has done and
will continue to do to our economy.
Record federal deficits force the
Federal Reserve Board to increase
the money supply in order to lower
the interest rates . (In fact we are
competing against the government
to borrow money.) This huge
money supply increases the value
of the U .S. dollar abroad . This
means the U .S. consumer pays less
for his Hong Kong watch while the
Hong Kongian pays more for his
U.S. underwear. This partially
lowers inflation but leads to other
nations refusing to trade with us (a
primary factor in our current record trade deficit of 27 billion annually and rising). Trade deficits
will be followed by domestic unemployment which will require
further fi nanci ng by more corporate tax breaks and even higher
rates for earners of less than
$10,000. (Already 23% higher

New method needed
To The Editor:
Something has got to be done
about the policies of the Library
and the Institutional Resource
Center. I believe that it's a sad
statement when students cannot
have free reign of the resources
available on campus because of an
ignorant, anti-student policy .
In the Student Activities Office,
the school 's facilities are made

available for student use. The student needs only to go through one
of the clubs or organizations on
campus. Both the IRC and the Library require that students have
faculty members sign for the materials in order to get them .
It's my opinion that if a club or
organization needs equipment (or
whatever) , they should be able to
requisition it without having a

than in 1980 while earners of
$200,000 annually are paying
15% less than in 1980.)
Currently unemployment and
inflation are balancing on the stilts
of preposterous tax policies, but
the cycle can repeat itself only so
many times before it tumbles in on
itself like a house of cards. If
Reagan wins the ensuring election
he will inevitably "rightwing" himself into an economic "whiplash"
by 1988. Unfortunately 1988
might be too late for our deceivingly stable economy to recover .
Walter Mondale and Geraldine
Ferraro have offered a viable alternative to deal with the federal deficit and problems deriving from it.
Register to vote this November,
and rather than being impressed by
the candidate with the most
charm, realize who it is that has a
realistic vision of the future.

Thomas De Martino,
member of the
Young Democratic Club
of Kean College
member of our distinguished faculty sign for it. A policy similar to that
of Student Activities should be instituted by both the IRC and the Library. Students come to Kean to
have access to education , not to be
denied the resources .

In Student Solidarity
your humble representative,
Clarence Noman
Minor Coggins Ill,
assistant director,
National Student Affairs
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The President's response
By Patricia Be/bey

The Independent recently asked
President Nathan Weiss to respond
to the number of complaint letters
that we have received regarding
parking at Kean. The following
was his response:
"Well, the college is going to be
getting smaller. It has been getting
smaller steadily so eventually there
will be less cars. We'_re not likely to
be building any parking garages or
anything like that, not with a small
college.
·
" Every year we have a problem
with parking, but we'll work on it.
I've asked Mr. Kimmett, the vice
president for Campus Planning, to
see what he can do to relieve the
situation.
"What's interesting is that the
college is now smaller in numbers
of people, but there seems to be
more cars than ever before."
Dr. Weiss noted that everyone
wants to come on the·sanie days at
the same time.
"What we need to do is schedule

more evenly, open up. That is a
function of faculty and students.
That's a tremendous problem . We
can't handle so many people coming in such a short period of time .
Friday, for example, is a much underused day.
"If people would accept the notion that we can't schedule everybody in a short period of time, that
would help tremendously. I'm
going to ask the deans and the vice
president to look into that, to see if
we can persuade people to accept
more Friday scheduling and
spread out our schedules in time .
That might help solve all our problems.
"You may notice that I don't
have any special parking place.
One of the first things I did as president was to eliminate all special
parking places for deans and vice
presidents and so on ."
Dr. Weiss suggests other alternatives such as carpooling and
public transportation . Read the Independent for further developments.

Keen on Kean

The glamour can fade
By Manny Cantor

Here is the scene. Hutchinson
Green is packed . The local and
state Democrats have helped to
swell the audience. But the focal
point is a tight group of about SO
young people; directly in front of
the speakers. The TV cameras
can't miss them. They are close to
the microphones so their booing
and jeering makes it near-impossible to hear the speaker. They hold
many placards high in the air. They
read "Four More Years," "ReaganBush," "Abortion Is Murder;''
"Musovites For Mondale" with
variations.
Mondale was victim to this kind
of disruptive heckling last week at
U.S.C. in Los Angeles. Ferraro got
it at the University of Texas. Bush
had a similar off-campus experience in Burlington, Vermont.
How would you feel if you were
not able to fulfill your intention of
hearing trre candidate? Derek Bok,
president of Harvard, in an open
letter to the University, condemns
such disruptions. Disapproval of a

Under fire, the Democratic canspeaker's ideas shouid not "infringe unjustifiably with the rights . didates have come up with effecof others," he said .
tive one-liners. Mondale, in Los
There is more to this business Angeles : "Today we have a Presithan meets the eye or ear. N .B.C. dent whose platform is committed
News, quoting high-placed Re- to 'prevailing' in a nuclear war;
publican sources, reported the what need is a President commit, Reagan-Bush campaign officials, ted to preventing nuclear war."
led by Lyn Nofziger, one of Ferraro, to those trying to drown
Reagan's closest advisers, were or- her oot in Texas: "If I had a record
chestrating the disruptive activity. like Ronald Reagan's, I wouldn't
Of course the Republican officials want anybody to hear about it
made indignant denials. The Los ·either." And again: "This election
Angeles Times quoted a student is a referendum on the Supreme
member of the campus Republi- Court and preservation of our basic
cans at U.S.C. who said local rights - Iike freedom of speech."
Reagan camp.aign officials had incited and e:oached the hecklers in
Los Angeles . The student later
The Alice-In Wonderland
changed his story. The heckling
campaign
now had become "spontaneous."
One side is spending millions,
President Reagan denied that of- raised from conservative and big fificials in his campaign inspired the nance and industry sources, to
disruptions. "Good Lord, no," he keep the American people from
said. "I wish people wouldn't do it. thfaking about the crucial and
But I suppose if the speaker has a complex problems the country
right to be heard, they've got a faces. If the people thought deeply
right to be heard." That's not a very about the issues, the election revigorous condemnation . That'-s sults would be quite different from
left-handed encouragement.
what they seem to be right now.

Here is a revealing description
from a New York Times story on
Sept. 23 . "Before the President's
two-hour, 20 minute visit to Grand
Rapids, the advance team hired a
lighting contractor to make sure
the President would be bathed in
glowing, shadowless light suitable
for a stage play, even when speaking in the dim, cavernous Westinghouse plant. At every stop, banks
of huge, black loudspeakers suitable for a rock concert were installed by local companies . . . At
most stops, Mr. Reagan appears
before backdrops coated in cerulean paint that compliments his
skin, tones . To help the President
look good, painters, lighting contractors and sound men receive
on-the-spot payments from John
Maloney, a Reagan campaign official known simply as 'The
Checkwriter.' "

The glamour can fade
by November
The latest New York Times-CBS
poll shows Reagan winning the
popularity contest hands-down. It
also shows that many who say that
they will vote for him do not agree
with his stand on one or more issues. For example, they oppose
the Reagan proposal of a constitutional amendment to ban all abortions by a margin of 63 percent to
28 percent. For another, they overwhelmingly supported a freeze on
nuclear arms, which Reagan opposes .
Twenty-two percent of those
questioned in the poll said they
might change their minds between
now and the election. In · 1968
Nixon led Humphrey in the polls
by 15 percent points. He won the
popular vote by less than 1 point.
In 1948 Truman upset Dewey despite the polls. This column repeats what I said in the Independent l:iack in May. If all Amercians
who have been hurt by Reagan
policies are registered and go to
the polls, Reagan can be defeated
in November.

torian ethics there is no evidence
linking sex in the eighth month of
pregnancy to infant mortality. It is
-important to note that the conclusions of the report were not repudiated by the President.
These- are only a few of the ex-

amples of the Reagan Administration's apathetic and stereotypical
attitude towards minorities. In a
nation where all people are
created equal, Mr. Reagan adds
new dimensions to the art of
bigotry.

The Reagan-Bush campaign is like
the laughing gas they used to use to
temporarily lot out the pain. The
emphasis is on razzle-dazzle and
manipulation to create a bandwagon psy~hology.

Adding new dimensions
By Thomas De Martino

sume that Mr. Reagan is not a
"smart" politician ." Therefore is it
also presumptuous to assume that
Mr. Reagan delayed signing of the
bill in the hopes that his pocket
yeto would not become a national
issue? Without a public outcry one
of the greatest pieces of social legislation miglit have been · allowed
to perish .

President Reagan is the greatest
enemy of civil rights and social inequality since George Wallace.
The American public should be
aware of some of the facts substantiating this charge.
This past year the Civil Rights
Bill came up for extension. It was
placed on the President's desk
awaiting only his signature to asApart from the civil rights incisure constitutional equality for all dent, Mr. Reagan established "The Americans. Mr. Reagan allowed President's Task Force on Hunger
the bill .to gather dust on his desk in America." The objectives of this
while the extension deadline drew · panel were to determine whether
dangerously near. When this re- allegations of widespread hunger
sulted in a national uproar the among black children were true
President stated he simply felt and to fine the causes and possible
, some the language required clarifi- remedies to the problem of high incation. Shortly thereafter he signed fant mortality among black babies.
the bill's extension.
The committee's findings on the
Thi s episqde requires examina- hunger problem were summed up
tion from a purely political by the follqwing statement issued
standpoint. Is it presumptuous to in its report to the President:
assume that any "smart" President "There is no evidence of hunger
truly sympathetic to the social and among black children in America.
political implications of a Civil In fact, all one has to do is look at
Rights Bill would have, upon rec- how many black athletes there are
ognition of ambiguous language, and it is obvious black mothers
immediately made his concern feed their children well. " An abpublic so as not to arouse suspi- surd statement indeed. The comcion? It certainly is incorrect to as- mittee's findings on the problem of

infant mortality were equally as
ludicrous. The report claimed,
"perhaps the risk of infant mortality
could be lessened if black mothers
abstained from sex in the eighth
month of pregnancy." Unfortunately for the task force and its Vic-
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College rape leads to ban_of overnight guests
Cainsville, Fl (CPS)
University of Florida students
soon may find their indoor nocturnal activities curtailed by a ban on
members of the opposite sex
spending the night with them in residence halls and fraternity
houses.
And if Florida and other colleges
are any indication, students everywhere may soon be facing tough
new restrictions on what they can
do in campus housing.
Florida decided to think seriously about joining the growing
number of colleges that restrict visiting hours when a university task
force suggested the changes in
July.
Student reaction was mixed.
__The 13-member task force,

made up of faculty, students and
community representatives, was
reacting to an alleged rape at a
fraternity house and a campus
hearing into a student's complaint
about being disturbed by late-night
visitors, says Hugh Cunningham ,
director of university information.
"Currently, overnight visitation
is not permitted," Cunningham
notes. "But 24-hour visitation is, so
obviously overnight visitation
probably exists."
Among the suggestions were inhouse monitoring by students and
staff of individu.al residence halls,
and live-in adult supervision in
fraternity houses.
Most fraternity members reacted
"very well" to the recommendations,' reports Tom Dougan, campus fraternity advisor, though .

• 1}1ANICS,1.AAAY, l"o-. A """"IIIIU'III. MN1t1• . "

art by Garry 8/aclc

many feel they have been singled
out because o(the alleged rape this
spring.
"In the coming year we'll start
staffing the fraternities with grad
students or house mothers,"
Dougan says. "But most fraternity
members don't feel the presence of
a house mother would have prevented what allegedly occurred ."
Last week, a 16-year-old girl visiting UF claimed she was raped at
a pre-rush party at Sigma Alpha Epsilon, which does not have a resident adult supervisor.
UF police are still investigating
the incident.
Some fraternity members also
say they can't afford the $15,000 a
year to hire a house mother.
Student reaction to the suggestions was minimal because of the
summer release of the task force's
report, but Cunningham expects
more feedback as students return
to campus this fall.
Florida is one of a number of colleges that have changed overnight
visitor policies recently. While
sign in/sign out sheets and curfews
are outdated, restricted guest
hours are replacing the more liberal policies promoted in the six. ties and seventies on many campuses.
In 1980, the University of

Pittsburgh revised its 24-hour visitation policy and now restricts
overnight guests to the same sex.
Kent State, Kansas and Alabama,
among others, soon fol lowed suit.
The changes at Pitt and Kent
State were prompted by dormitory
murders.
Administrators there and at
otlier--schools cite security . as the
reason for the changes.
Students themselves are the
ones asking for the stricter housing
policies, claims Paul Jahr, research
committee chairman of the American Association of College and
University
Housing
Officers
(ACUHO).
"The nature of college students
in general is changing," he explains•. "They are making an
economic decision to go to college
and they want to make the best use
of their time."
Dorm visiting policies were a
question "way back when," Jahr
adds, but as society has changed in
the past two decades, so have students.
"Most students now were born
after Kennedy was assissinated,"
he says. "They've grown up in a
more permissive society and the
question of visitation hours just
isn't that big an issue to them."
Some students, however, are

unhappy with the college administrators' attempts to regulate visiting
hours regardless of security or socialreasons.
·
Western Illinois University Pat
Botterman and ex-student Craig
Roberts are suing WIU over its attempts to end a 14-year open-door
policy.
WIU wants to ban co-ed visits
after midnight on weeknights and
after 2 a.m. on weekends, with the
curfewendingat8 a.m.
Botterman claims the change
violates the student consitution,
approved by the university's Board
of Governors, which specifies that
students will be consulted in every
level of policymaking.
·
"The administration brought out
the policy with no debate," he
says. "The students protested. The
current policy has been in effect
since about 1969 and dorm resident!i vote by floor on visitation
hours."
Botterman and Roberts actually
will file two suits. One, alleging
violation of the student constitution, may be settled by the university's Board of Governors in September, Botterman hopes. The
other, protesting the proposed policy changes, will probably require
court settlement.
Visitation rules also have been
challenged at Alcorn State University in Lorman, Mississippi . A
female student sued the university
for extending her one-semester
suspension to two for violating the
policy.
The student claims the college
has conflicting policies for punishing violators. An Alcorn State
spokesman refused to comment on
the lawsuit.

The Nutcracker
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By George Schroepfer
Peter Tchaikovsky's The Nutcracker ranks as perhaps the most
popular ballet ever composed .
Since its composition in the late
nineteenth century, The Nutcracker has enchanted audiences
of young and old alike. A timeless
musical fantasy, The Nutcracker
has become an annual holiday
event. This year, as in the past, the
Student Activities Office will run a
, bus trip to see the New York City
Ballet's incomparable production
ofTchaikovsky's mas·terpiece.
Tchaikovsky's The Nutcracker
tells the story of a nutcracker that a ·
group of children get for Christmas. The nutcracker comes alive
and introduces the children to a
wonderful world of imagination.
Sugar-plum fairies and wooden
soldiers share a stage filled with
spectacle and music. Even the
most dedicated fan of contemporary dance and/or music finds himself charmed by Tchaikovsky's
musical genius.
Since the annual trip to Lincoln
City Center proves to one of the
most popular offerings here on
campus, students are advised to
get tickets early. Tickets are on sale
for Full-Time students only on October 16, from 11 :00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. , in the Student Activities Office. Tickets are on sale for PartTime students only on Oct. 17,
from 4 :00 p.m . to 8:00 p.m., in
Hutchinson Hall, outside J-106.
Faculty and Staff may purchase
any remaining tickets on October
18, from 11 :00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. ,
in the Student Activities Office.
Tickets cost $7.00 and purchases
are limited to two (2) per student.
Payment must be in cash, and a
Kean 1.0. must be presented before the purchase can be made. No
Refunds will be given for cancellations, and tickets are not transferable. For more information contact
the Student Activities Office.
The performance on December
7 will be at 8:00 p.m. The buses
will depart promptly from the W ilkins TheatreatS :30 p.m. ·
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Arts and Entertainment
INTERVIEWIHey did you hear the one,about the •••
ByJoan McNally
Name: Dennis Ross.
Place: Union College
Time: A. W. (After Watergate)
·
Hard nosed investigative reporter, Dennis Ross, is out to uncover
slime and corruption in the armpit
of America and dubious goings on ,
in high places. But defending lib-

call back in an hour . . . "
Eight years and countless fat
'jokes later our man is still in the
armpit uncovering slime, but he's
making fun of it and making
· people laugh.
I met Dennis at Captain G's in
Woodbridge on Sunday, comedy
night. The line up was Rich Vos

commercials and Boy George. De- lar comedy club in NYC), me and
nnis talked about Richard Sim- · a friend of mine wlio became a
mons, fat and a slutty ex-girlfriend. comic there too, Andrew Young,
Ronnie Wilkinson, who is black, we didn't know any better, so you
talked about whites' attitudes to- think you can do it. I was so scared
ward blacks. When he asked a I did 20 minutes of material in 30
member of the audience how seconds . They used to treat you
much money he made and the guy like cattle at the lmprov. I used to
said "More than you," Wilkinson go on at two in the morning, the
replied, "I don 't think so - ask your last act. I followed this guy dressed
. as a duck. It was my beginnings
sister."
I talked to Den.nis about what it's ... hard times. That was back in
like to be funny for a living.
'76, but I was going to school and
Q: How did you get into com- working full time back then so I
edy?

Dennis: I was the editor-in-chief

Arts and Entertainment Editor Joan McNally poses with Dennis
Ross.

·

erty, justice, and the American (also the MC) who started the night
way is taking its toll on our young off by literally dragging people out
hero. One morning while awaiting of their seats in the back and puta call from Senator Bill Bradley, ting them up front where he ucould
Scoop Ross exclaims, Hleaping see how ugly they were. " He
Lizards! I have bio lab in 5 minutes cracked on everything from
and I've been waiting for that frog cocaine to HDavy and Goliath."
all week. I wonder if old Bill could Phil Se/bin made us /aught about

for the newspaper at Union College and then I became student advisor. I had my own column and it
was pretty funny. so then I started
writing jokes for other people.
What could I do? Not too many
things - I could write and I' m kind
of funny. So ( talked to John (a
friend) and said, "John, I think I'm
going to be a comic." It seemed so
easy at the time. Yeah, no prob~
lem, like I could just do it. So I
wrote up this. act for myself and
John helped me put it together.
Then I auditioned at Boss Tweed
for amateur-night and they asked
me back ten times. If that first one
had been bad, I don't know,
maybe I'd be selling encyclopedias.

Q: Is stand-up comedy difficult
to break into?
Dennis: I remember the first
time I went to the lmprov (a popu-

would do a gig in January and then
a few months later maybe I'd work
twice more. I didn't start making a
living out of it until this year. I think
everybody starts out like that part-time. But it's still a lot easier to
get into than music or acting. It
seems like when the economy's
bad, people want to laugh, so
we're working more. But now with
all these laws against people drinking we're starting to lose work. I
understand that you have get
drunk drivers off the road, but what
happens is the bars close down
and a lot of people end up losing
their livelihoods. A lot of people
get hurt and the performers are the
first people to get cut.
Q: Is there any performer who
influenced your s~le?
Dennis: I guess everybody.
There's people I like. I own a lot of
Lenny Bruce albums like every
other comic, but I'm not like them.
If I could think like them maybe I
would, but I have my own way of

looking at things that may be
funny. It's just my way and I' m not
looking to be somebody else.
Q: Do you plan your sets?
Dennis: No - never. I know
pretty much whafrm going to do,
but I don't know when I' m going to
do it. I'd probably be better if I did,
but I hate rehearsing. I hate to listen to myself. After a while it gets
on my nerves. Even jokes that are
funny, after a while aren't funny to
me any more and then I can't do
them anymore. I like to create new
things . That's more fun to me.
Q: What do you do when you're
onstage and nobody's laughing at
your jokes?
Dennis: Cry . .. I don't usually
die, but I have. You have to try not
t6panic ... it's kind of like sharks
. . .' you try not to show fear 'cause
they smel I that and then they attack
you, it seems.
Q: What are your plans for the
future?
Dennis: To get to Monday.
Q: Have you ever considered
leaving comedy?
Dennis: Like a lot of people I
quit every week. I say I've got to get
a real job and get up in the
motn_ing and not have to worry
about somebody being home and
having to talk to machines all day.
Then Friday or Saturday comes
around and my gig goes really well
and I think, Wow, this is great.
Then the next night it doesn't go so
well and I think maybe computer
programming .. .

Newton's Apple to begin new season on Thirteen
What do Fred Fl intstone,
Winston Churchill and . Benito
Mussolini have in common?
They were all what doctors call
"heroic snorers, " nocturnal window-rattlers in the world class.
Why people snore, and what can
be done about it, are questions that
are answered on Newton 's Apple.
Hosted by National Public Radio
· science correspondent Ira Flatow,
the popular . half-hour science

magazine program will return for
its second season on THIRTEEt-1 on
Thursday, October 25 at8:30 p.m.
This season, Newton 's Apple
takes viewers behind the scenes of
the space shuttle effort in Houston
and Florida's Cape Canaveral for a
special program devoted entirely
to the manned space effort. The
series also goes to the extraordinary man-made penguin environment at San Diego's Sea World ;

PILOT PRECISE
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we mode it possible .
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beautifully in either fine
or extra fine point.
The price? It's
t
even finer. Only $1.19. ~
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into the air beneath a hot-air bal- .
loon; -and under the wraps of a
mummy as modern medical techniques are put to work on the remains of a citizen of ancient Egypt.
As always, the key to communicating the mystery and
beauty of science is Ira Flatow's remarkable ability to get to the heart
of the topic and present it clearly
and entertaining. This year, Flatow
presents such potentially daunting
subjects as hearing impairment,

urban demolition and the physical
reactions behind allergies. He tries
to fool a lie detector, get very close
to a friendly (too friendly) walrus,
and rides a series of extremely
peculiar bicycles adapted to defeat
physical principles that normally
make it possible for a rider to stay
upright.
During its first season of answering viewer questions about science, Newton's Apple won · a
number of awards, including the

IRIS Award, the Elec\ronic Media
Award from the National Society

of Professional Engineers, and the
MS/Westinghouse Science Award.

Newton 's Apple is a production
of KTCNSt. Paul/Minneapolis and
is made possible by funding from
the Du Pont Company, with additional funding from public television stations. Executive producer is
Gerald Richman; producer is
J~mes Steinbach.

ALBUMS/Chequered Past- no future
By Dave Wuethrich
What happens when you take a
couple of musicians who were part
of innovating groups of the '70's,
add three members, and put them
into a studio? Apparently you end
up with unoriginal music and a disappointing first album.
Chequered Past doe$ nothing to
set itself apart from other popular
bands of today . This is surprising
considering that lead guitarist
Steve Jones was one of the founding fathers of the never-to-be-forgott~n Sex Pistols, the band that
defined punk . Drumming for
Chequered Past is Clem Burke of
Blondie fame. Other members are
Nigel Harrison on bass, Tony Fox
Sales on guitar, and lead singer
Michael Des Barres.
Their debut album shows what
happens to musicians that want
nothing more than to get popular.
The whole disk is comprised of unoriginal riffs, repetitive lyrics, and
simple, forgettable songs.
Granted, there are one or two
songs that are quite good, but this
doesn't compensate for what's on
the rest of the album. Songs such as

Let Me Rock, How Much Is Too
Much, and Only The Strong (Will
, Survive) are perfect examples of
Chequered Past wanting to sound
like all other pop bands. The
simi larities to bands like Vao
. Halen and Scandal are very obvious. It seems the band thinks that
they can become famous by

sounding like other popular bands.
.They better change that thinking or
they won't be around much
longer.
The band is definitely aiming at
the junior high school crowd. The
simple riffs and lyrics are easy for
teens to get into, but serious listeners will see through the facade
quickly.
It seems a pity that innovative

people have to resort to the easy
way out. Although every group
does not have to make a profound
contribution to music, they should
at least give the listener something
different and new.
Rock music seems to be on the
skids lately. Something is needed
to give it a good shot in the arm.
Too bad Chequered Past misses
the mark.
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THEATER/Detective Story
By Barbara Clark
Detective Story, Sidney Kings-

certainly credible performance.
Act I opens ordinarily enough .
ley's gripping real-life drama Nothing unusual happens in this
which takes place in a New York act; it seems like it might be sort of
City detective squad room , was re- a routine day down at the 17th precently performed at the Nutley Lit- cinct, as a female shoplifter is
tle Theater, and was certainly a fas- brought in. Of course, as we find
cinating production. In addition to out later, this is not the case. The
an alluring plot, which intensified main purpose of Act I is to set the
steadily throughout the lengthy scene and to introduce the charactwo and a half hour production, ters of Detective Story. Most of the
the characters also held a certai n detectives in the squad room are
charm or appeal; we as the audi- stereotypical to a large degree, but
ence felt that we knew these nevertheless, they are convincing
people intimately by the end of the in their roles. However, Detectiv-e
play . We experienced their hurt, • McLeod. (Rick Hathaway) proves
their anguish, their humaness. This to be our exception to the rule.
combination of plot and players
McLeod is an overbearing, prewas beautifully balanced so as to sumptuous and hot-tempered indicreate a truly dramatic an9 most vidual. Everything is done accord-

ing to the book by McLeod's standards. No crime, no matter how
small,
can
go unpunished .
McLeod will stop at no lengths to
see justice prevail, as he sees crime
as a personal offerise against him.
His contemptuous self-righteousness and utter lack of compassion
are sickening at times, but these
are vital aspects of his personality,
and were played up well. Ultimately, they lead to Mcleod' sown
destruction .
. Hathaway's
portrayal
of
McLeod was superb! His performance left little, if anything, to be
desired, and he was consistent
right through the final climatic
scene.
McLeod h·ad his trisis to deal

with, bur the play doesn't stop
there . Instead, it becomes involved with subplots within subplots,
intertwining among the main plot.
we ·delve into the personal lives of
other characters as well, and become emotionally involved with
them . One such example is young
Arthur Kindred Uohn Pyrich),
whose only real crime is loving a
woman who doesn't love him . His
redemption does come, and with
it, a new real ization.
It is subplots such as this one that
keep the play lively and keep the
audience interested constantly.
The play never becomes boring or
seems to drag. At the end of each
act, I found myself clutching the
seat of my chair in anticipation and

Good friends won't leave you flat. ,

excitement. The play doesn't
merely meander along. On the
contrary, it is quick, with unexpected twists and turns coming up
frequently. Its plot is very unpredictable, and there is constant tension and suspense in the air. The
ultimate
irony,
though,
is
McLeod's own timid wife, Mary.
Uudyth Ann Elzer's portrayal of her
was particularly noteworthy.) She
is the very symbol of innocence
and goodness. When this image is
shattered for McLeod, he cannot
accept her. She now represents everything he is against, and she disgusts him. Despite his deep love
for her, he must lose her.
Unfortunately, Detective Story
has completed its showings at the
Nutley Little Theater. If you didn't
get a chance to see it, it is definitely
your loss. However, Nutley Little
Theater has scheduled numerous
other plays for the 1984-1985 season that are sure to be successes. If
they prove to half as enchanting as
Detective Story, I'm certain it will
be a great season for theater-goers.

Movie update
By}ay}engo

The moon was up, the stars
were out and-pfftt!-your rear
tire was down. Good thing there
was a phone nearby. And a few
good friends who were willing
to drive a dozen miles, on a
Saturday night, to give you a
lift. When you get back, you
want to do more than just say
"thanks'.' So tonight, let it be
Lowenbrau.

·LOwenbrau. Here's to good friends.

Kevin Bacon who gained fame
from starring in the Paramount hit
Footloose, will reteam with that
film's producer Dan Melnick
again. This next picture called
Quicksilver is about a bicycle messenger service operating out of
Wall Street. It is also the first directing project for Tom Donnelly who
also wrote the screenplay for the
film . Shooting for the $10 million
film starts on November 1.
Also coming from Paramount
Pictures is a sequel to Chinatown,
but it may never happen. Robert
Towne, who is to direct, has not
completed the script that he is to
write for the upcoming drama, but
even if he does, financing hasn't yet
been secured from Paramount.
Should the film begin production,
Bob Evans, one of the co-stars, will
be the producer. Another possible
film from Paramount Two Jakes
with Jack Nicholson, which would
start filming by January 1985.
A December 7, 1984 release to
be called Beverly Hills Cop, starring Eddie Murphy and Judge
'!leinhold, is set, but the plans to
make it into a series has been snagged by Reinhold having another
commitment. Judge Reinhold has
already shot an ABC series pilot
called Never Again, and it has a
strong shot at a place on the midseason lineup, so chances are slim
that after the release of the film a
series will come up.
·
The plans for the new Star Trek
series still have money problems .
William Shatner and Leonard
Nimoy, each wish to be paid $2
million for the project. Ho\.'{ever,
the public will still have the Star
Trek series on television, the upcoming Star Trek II: The Wrath of
Khan airing on TV (with added
scenes cut from the film) and
another possible made-for-TV special.
Steven Spielberg, one of the
most amazing directors of the past
and present, could be the director
of Michael Jackson's first film. The
picture, which is called They've
Landed, is based on Michaels' hit
song Beat It and will feature all of
the Jackson brothers . Columbia
Pictures hopes to get this, and
another film (yet untitled) off the
ground sometime soon. The other
film will feature Michael without
his brothers.
'

POLICE ACADEMY
8:00 PM, J-1.00
Admission 25¢
Sunday, October21 &
Wednesday, October24
Sponsorsd by StudentActivities
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CONCERT/Kraut, but not sour
ByJohn Souchack, WKNJ
After being chosen by the masses as "the group most likely to succeed," and gaining national exposure on television (MTV, that is)
with a video of All Twisted, one of
the many splendid songs off their
first album, An Adjustment to Society, the question was asked : " Has
success spoiled Kraut?"
The question was answered on
Saturday night, September 22, at
Patrix in New Brunswick, even before they took the stage. While the
first two bands, Pripism and Detention played, the Krauts seemed
' to be enjoying their visit to Jersey.
Don Cowan, the bassplayer, reminisced about old times with

guitarist Doug Holland while
downstairs,
drummer Johnny
Feedback, tried to conquer the
man . The only downer about the
entire night was lead singer Davey
Gunner's bout with tonsilitis. Nonetheless, he gave his usual 110%
on stage, as did the others, and no
one noticed a thing.
Spoiled by success? You've got
to be kidd ing! These guys play like
there's no tomorrow. They are for
real, and they're going places like Ohio, Pennsylvania and down
South on a tour promoting their
n~w album, which should be out
shortly.
The show was long, but definitely not boring. Pripism kicked

things off, and didn't disappoint
anyone. Frank Green, of Bedlam
fame, handled the vocals nicely,
and comically. The subjects they
played
were
real;
nuclear
holocaust, corrupt politics, etc.
But with balloons flying around
and bird chirps and cow bells,
there was plenty to laugh at. This
band has some promise. good
guitars and credit to Lenny, who
pounded the hell out of the drums.
Detention came up next and
started right where they left off last
time they had played, except there
is a new guitarist, Mike, replacing
the Colonel, Rodney Matajek.
They ripped through their montage
of songs with the greatest of ease.

Soap Commercial, El Salvador,
Beach, Insomniac, Nuclear Nightmare, and Colonel's Wish highlighted their set; specially when
the crowd participated in The
Crawl, during Colonel's Wish . The
band's only vinyl, the single Dead
Rock N ' Rollers took on new characters; Boy George and Marvin
Gaye were the latest victims of
ridicule.
And then there was Kraut, opening
up with Flossing With An E String,
a song recently released on a Flipside Compilation album . Then
came BackstabbinR and a much
slower version of Onward; it almost resembled a ballad . Doug
quickly ended the monotony with

FASHION/Help for messy tresses
By Karen Wojtzak
Lad ies, do your tresses look like
messes? Had your cut lost its
shape? Do you resemble a hairy
ape? Dealing with these hair raising problems is easy! Clip it, chop
it, snip it, crop it!!!
Shorter hair is the new style for
fall. Why? Shorter cuts offer you
versatility, easy care and fashionability with today's man-tailored
wear. You no longer have to be a
slave to hot rollers, blow dryers
and curling irons, which means
you will save precious m0rning
time .

A fashion show themed A Night
in Paris whi ch was held at New
York City' s posh "Red Parrot"
seemed to confirm my ideas about
hair couture. Wavy, chin length
bobs; short, poker straight blunt
cuts; close cropped, over the ear
styles with a duck tail at the nape
of the neck, and white walled sides
were the runway rage. Shorter
styles featured spikey fronts, curly
ringlettes dangling over one eye
and slick side parts covering one
side of their face. Slicked back
sides, almost crew cut length at the
napes of the neck and DA's were

popular back views. Those models
who chose not to part with their
long locks looked somewhat like
Cousin ltts.
French styling mousse is a must
for your new short hair. Mousse is
a whipcream like invention from
Paris and it has become a big success in the U .S. Mousse gives hair
volume and shine. Put an egg size
amount in your hand and apply it
to wet hair. You may blow dry or
allow your hair to dry naturally.
Sculpting gel is another option for
short hair care. Gels provide
superb holding power and are

used for spot control. Si mply use a
small amount on the area you w ant
to stay put. To give your hair the
spikey effect, apply gel to the roots
and style hair upward .
Remember the feathered back
hair parted down the middle? The
Farrah Fawcett look has split and
put an end to that layered styled
and the long, frizzy, kinky permed
look of the early 80's is a limp look
forfall 84.
So if your crowning glory does
not look absolutely royal , take a
dare and cut that hair!

A student bites a teacher.
The school psychologist goes berserk.
The substitute teache_r is a certified lunatic.
And students graduate who can't read or write.

TEACHERS
United Artists Pm,nc,
RUSSO Production
An ARTHUR HILLER Film

An AARON

NICK NOLTE· JOBETH WILLIAMS· JUDD HIRSCH· RALPH MACCHIO
"TEACHERS" ALLENGARFIELD w.,h LEE GRANT ,nc1 RICHARD MULLIGAN

starring

Wriuen by W. R. McKI NNEY Production Designed by RICHARD MacDONALD Director of Photography DAVID M. WALSH
Exern1ive Producer IRWIN RUSSO Produced by AARON RUSSO Directed By ARTHUR HILLER

[l]~

SOUNDTlACKAVAIIABU:ON ~ R!CORDS ANDCASSETn:.S.
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Featuring the music of ZZ TOP · BO B SEGER·JOE COCKER· NIGHT RANGER· .38 SPECIAL ·THE MOTELS
FREDDIE MERCURY· IAN HUNTER · ROMAN HOLLIDAY · ERIC MARTIN & FRIENDS
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was an increase in audience participation (slamming) which added
to the evening's fun . There were
also some surprises, such as No,

No, No; Pyramids; Juvenile Justice, and Strongest Man all from
the unnamed, forthcoming album.
It has been two years since the release of An Adjustment to Society
but it has been worth the wait.
Kraut is one band you would not
want to miss. They'll be playing
the Ritz in New York City in October, with Husker Du, another
up-ahd-coming
band.
Then,
they'll start their tour. After that,
only the sky's the limit.

Dress for success
Beh ind every successful person
is a versatile wardrobe and the
knowledge of what to do and what
not to do on a j ob interview. First
impressions are lasting ones and to
make a good impression there are
some rules of thumb whi ch will
project the image of professionalism.
Forwomen
Do not wear perfume. Your employer may be offended by the
scent and will remember you in a
negative way. An employer may
also thin~ you are trying to score
points.
Do not try to imitate a man. Yes,
man-tailored clothing is in fashion
but don't forget those feminine
touches. Otherwise an employer
may think you are trying to imitate
someone else and think you do not
have enough confidence to be
yourself. Also, if your employerto-be happens to be a man, he may
feel like you are trying to dominate
him.

Do not bring your purse. A brief-

It's Monday morning at JFK High.

111

some flawless guitar work in Arming the World. At this point, there

~
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STARTS OCTOBER 5th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

case looks much more professional. Even if the brief-case contains only your resume, bring it. A
brief-case says, HJ'm here to work,
not to powder my nose. "
Do greet your interviewer with a
firm, friendly handshake and make
eye contact. Exit as professionally
as you entered with a handshake.
Do wear a nice suitwith a flattering colored blouse, nude hose and
medium heeled shoes.
For men
Do not wear cologne. An employer may be offended by your
scent. The employer may also
think you are trying to score points.
Negative thoughts about you will
be remembered .
Do not forget to shave. A 5
o'clock shadow is an indication
that you are careless and lazy
about yourself and that you will
probably be the same way on the
job.
Do not preach to the uyoung
squirt" behind the desk if you happen to be older than he is. He is not
your son. He is thereto hire you .
Do not become alarmed, intimidated or macho if your interviewer
happens to be an attractive
woman .
Do wear a tie and a belt. An employer-to-be will notice if your
shirt is open and your pants are falling down.
Do wear a nice suit in black,
gray or brown . Match your shoe
color with your suit.
Do bring an attache or brief-case
with your resume in it. Never bring
just your resume . A brief-c-ase will
, protect your resume from getting
dirty and it will also say, "If I get the
job, I am prepared to bring my.
work home with me if necessary."
GOODLUCK!
Editor's Note: Do you have a
question about fashion or beauty?
If so, Ms. Wojtzak w ould like to
swer it and your question might
just be in the next issue of the lndepeodent! Just sli p it in the Arts &
Entertainment mailbox, Rm CC119.
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K.C. Russian
Adventure Trip
Right now is the best time
to start planning for the
January ~ 985 trip to the Soviet
Union. Here, during the
coldest month of the year,
you wi II roam the frozen streets
of Moscow. and Leningrad
and discover for yourself what
the Russian way-of-life is all
about.
Complete information will
be published in the October
issues of the Independent. In
the meantime, why not walk
over to Willis 305-B and place
your name on the mailing list.

' j
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Tuesday,
. October 23, 1984
1:40 P.M. &
7:30 P.M.
J-100

Free Admission
Faculty/Student
Discussion to
Follow Screening
Sponsored by the
Cultural Arts
Programming Board

FAMOUS LAST ',\\OROS
FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS.

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If th~re's one thing business

calculations, amortizations
students have always needed, and balloon payments.
this is it: an affordable , busiThe BA-35 means you
ness-oriented calculator.
spend less time calculating,
The Texas Instruments
and more time learning. One
BA-35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place
Analyst.
of many.
Its built-in business
The calculator is just part
formulas let you perform
of the package. You also get
complicated finance,
a book that follows most
accounting and statistical
business courses: the Business
functions - the ones that
Analyst Guidebook. Business
usually require a lot of time
professors helped us write it,
and a stack of reference books, to- help you get the most out
like present and future value of calculator and classroom.

A powerful combination.
Think business. With
the BA-35 Student . , ,
Business Analyst.
'Ii

J

"Are you OK to drive?"
"Whats afew beers?"
"Di,d

you have too much to drink?"
"I'm perfectly fine."

"Are you in any shape to drive?"
"I've never f ell better."
"I think yau've had a few too many."
"You kiddin, I can drive
with my eyes cl.osed."
"Yau've /W,C/, too much to drink ,
let me drive."
"Nobody drives my car out me."

TEXAS

NSTRUMENTS

.

Creating useful products
and services for you.
DU«ING AND DRIVING

CAN Kil A FRIENDSHIR
U.S. Deportment of Tronsportotion

C, 1983 Texas Instrument>

m
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ANNOUNCEMENTS/ CLASSIFIEDS
Juggling Club

College Aftlrmative

Student Activities

If you can scramble an egg, but•
Action Committee
ter toast, walk ten feet across a
The first meeting of the Colclear floor without tripping more
lege's Affirmative Action Committhan twice and dive into a pool
tee will take place on Friday, Ocwithout missing the water, then tober 5, 1984 at 11 a.m. in Downs
you can learn to juggle.
Hall Room B.
Beginners are as welcome as
Members of the college comexperts, and everyone is guaran- munity are invited to attend.
teed to be juggling by the end of 1--_;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

the first meeting.
The next meeting is from 9 :3o
a.m. to 12:00 p.m. on Friday, Oct.
5 in the Browsing Room of the
,book store in the Student Activities building. For more information call Patrick Ochs at 635-

~-------------1

Indy Personals

Love,
VanHeffln

527-2605. Look the the Indy each
week for additional actiyities.

1---------'----~
Indy Personals

Shoes:
Nothing like working for
free. I thought Lincoln freed
us. Guess not.
Hi-DHo
P.S. You really know how to
throw a party.

For $1 .00 you can have your
own personal message put in the
Independent.
Messages should be typed or
printed legibly. Oro!) your message off at the Indy Office CC119.
Deadline is Friday, 12:00. Messages are printed at Editor's discretion. ·.

presents
Pink Floyd's

The Wall
Monday, October

a

J-100

FREE!

·Classifieds·
Social Service Aide - Work in
group home for mentally retarded.
Evening and weekend hours. References and own transportation
required. $4.50 per hour. New
Providence area. Call 464-8008.

Lunchtime Theatre

After sleeping together for 25
years, a couple arrive at the turning point in their marriage . .. the
h
h
bed
dayt ey pure ase separate
s. ·
The Footsteps of Doves, an
American comedy by Robert An1314·
derson, directed by Alisa Hayes,
Gay People at Kean
will start this season's series of
Lunchtime Theatre productions.
Gay People at Kean (GPK) anPerformances are Tues., Wed.,
nounces an Open Meeting for' or- and Thurs., Oct. 9, 1o and 11 at
ganizing its fall agenda and the
12:30 p.m. in the Zella Fry Studio
nomination of officers. In the Theatre, Vaughn-Eames. AdmisBrowsing Room (next to Kean . sionis50¢.
Bookstore), Monday Oct. 8, 1984 1--------------1
at 7 p.m.
Wrestling Team ·
Followed by a Social Hour and
refreshments.
·
Anyone interested in participating on the 1984-85 Kean College
•
Wrestling team should contact
Kean C oncert Ser1es
Coach Elvin Washington in the
Concert by Robert Taub,
0 ,Angola Gymnasium Room 122
Pianist on Saturday, October 13 orca11527_3092 _
at B p.m. in Wilkins Theatre for the
Performing Arts. Ticket prices:
Gerontology Center
single $8.50, Series $30 for 5 concerts. Special rates for students,
In Service Training
Announcement
faculty, staff and senior citizens
Welcome to the 1984 Regional
upon presentation of I.D. -$4.50 Training Year. Using available
single. $ 18forseries.
data related to training needs of
Sponsored by Kean Concert
Series and Cultural Arts Program personnel planning or providing
Board with funds provided by the services to the elderly, and input
from the advisory committee,
Council for Part-time Students, Kean College will provide training
and Student Organization.
· activities to meet identified priority
Kean Concert Serles Plan- training needs of aging network
nlng Meeting, Monday, October personnel. A variety of work8, at 6:00 p.m. in Downs Hall shops, seminars and courses will
Alumni Lounge. Bring your din- be offered in a number of geoner; new members welcome. We graphic locations · through the·
w\\\ d\acun which artists to bring northern region of New Jersey,
to campus in 1985-86.
comprised of Bergen, Essex,
- - - - - - - - - - - - , Hudson, Hunterdon, Mercer, MorJewish Student Union
ris, Passaic, Somerset, Sussex,
The Jewish Student Union will Union and Warren Counties. This
hold a Rap Session on Oct. 16. at marks Kean's sixth year of providCollege Hour. All.are welcome.
ing aging service personnel in the .
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 State with training opportunities in
College Republicans
gerontology. We are pleased to
Help re-elect Ronald Reagan. offerthefollowingactivity:
This is your opportunity to work on
Program #1: Assessing ComReagan's Authorized Youth cam- munlty and Client Needs and
paign. Volunteer Now!!!
Developing Community UnThe College Republicans meet kages. Monday, October 22,
every Tuesday during College 1984, Trainer: Joann Maslin, diHour 1 :40-2:55 in J-143.
. rector of Gerontology, Union
- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 County College, Cranford, NJ.
Young Democrats
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., College of
Saint Elizabeth's Campus, ConThe Young Democrats meet
every Tuesday during College vent Station, NJ (Morris County).
Hour( 1 :4 o- 2 :55) inJ-140 _
Program Objective: To better unNew members welcome!
derstand the development and
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 implementation of various assessment models and how to best
Inter-Varsity
utilize assessment findings in
Christian Fellowship
strengthening and enhancing serChristian Meeting
vice delivery through increased
Large group speakers: Tues- community linkage&. Target Audidays, 1 :40 in J-130.
ence: Service Providers and ProBible Studies: Mondays at 6 gram Managers wishing to develp.m. in Sozio 61 O, Wednesdays at op assessment of client needs
11 a.I!'. in Sozio 211 .
skills and understand community
referrals network.' Would be of interest to those wishing to enhance
current community outreach services and knowledges. Registration Fee: $15.00, including all
workshop materials and coffee.
Peg, Chris, Eileen:
Even though this is late, you Registration Deadline: Friday,
October 12.
guys did a fab job on Soar in
For additional information call
'84 . .

CCB

For Sate: 3 pc. sectional, 4 end
tables, 1 glass cocktail table, 2 occasional chairs, 3 pc. wall unit, 1
naugahide loung.e chair with ottoman, small love seat, 2 lamps,
and hanging lamp. Call 355-0065.

KeanCollegestudentshavetheopportunitytoexperienceaphenomenal dance company called American Ballet Theatre II. This Company is nationally acclaimed and will perform at the Wilkins Theatre
at8:15p.m.onTuesday,October16.
·
The ensemble includes some of the finest young dancers in America. Their repertoire includes classical, contemporary and romantic
ballet.
In addition to the performance the company will also hold a Master
ctassat1:40p.m.onthedayoftheperformance.
Tickets for the evening performance are $4.50 for Kean College
students, faculty, staff and senior citizens and $8.50 for the public.
Discount coupons are available to students. Don't nlss the spectacutar event!

MID-DAY LIVEI

AN g:

SPHERE OF :

Typing Services: Typing of theses, term papers, resumes, reports. Reasonable rates. 8629459.
Reward: Free Trip to Daytona
plus Commission Money.
Wanted: Organized group or individual to promote the #1 Spring
Break Trip to Daytona. If you are
interested in our reward call (414)
781-0455 or 1-800-453-9074 immediately! Or write Designers of
Travel, N. 48 W. 13334 W.
Hampton Ave.,
Menomonee
Falls, Wt~3051.
Car Pool: ts anyone from along
the coast who commutes up the
G.S. Parkway interested in car
pooling Tuesday through Friday?
Call 544-0763 evenings.
Deadline for Clasalfleda is Friday 12:00 prior to publication. The
cost is $7.00 for the first 30 words.
Each additional word is 30¢. The
amount must be prepaid five days
in advance. Students may place
an ad, tree of charge. Cancellations of classifieds must be given
between 12:00 and 3:00 p.m.,
three days prior to publication.
Ill UISU

UC:

RECORD COLLECTORS

SHI/CIUUTIII

SUNDAY, DCTOIU 14, 1114

Oc1obER 1 ,

12:30 -l.'30
SpoNsonEd
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By SrudENT
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llNILllORTll, N!:W .JERSEY
(EXIT 1138-GARDl?II STATE P!:WY)

Acr,viTiEs

QUI 1, NEIi COLLECTIBLE RECORDS, T.lPES
SHEET llllS IC, POSTERS , DOOltS, ETC.

• ' ADIIISSION $2 . 00 •

• DOO!t PRIZES ,.

FREE TO EVERYONE

WRITING
'
?
BLOCK.
~

THE STATE UNIVERISTY OF NEW JERSEY

RU-TGERS
CAREERS IN
Industrial Relations &
Human Resources Mangement
RESEARCH CATALOG
Our Catalog contains detailed descriptions of
14,278 research papers. A virtual library of
information at your fingertips. Let this valuable
educational aid serve you throughout your
college years. Our papers are time-proven
winners. Footnote and bibliographic pages are
included at no extra cost. Ordering a research
paper is as easy as picking-up your phone.

Explore the Master·of Science Degree in
Industrial Relations and Human Resources
at Rutgers University with our Faculty and
Alumni at a Career Night on

October9, 1984
From7-9PM
At the
Rutgers Labor Education Center
New Brunswick, NJ
For further information and directions, call: (201) 932-

9022.

Re-Aa1181ancealsoprovidescustomized research
and thesis assistance. Our staff of 75 professional
researchers and writers. each highly trained in a spes:ific
academic discipline, can assist you with all your
research needs.
SAVE TIME AND IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!

• Euy Onlerlng • Speedy lllllvll'y
• Qu1llty 6u11'111111d I

Rush 12.00 lar ywur 250 PIii, 111111 .... Cllllog I
(Sold for research purposes only)
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~ 11322 Idaho Ave., Suite 206

West Los Angeles, Calif. 90025 (213) ◄TT-8226
Ptease rush my catalog. Enclosed is S2.00 to cover postage.
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SPORTS
Women's .tennnis team makes clean sweep of home opener!
By Donna Heffner
Sunny skies over the East Campus tennis courts seemed fitting for
Kean's 9-0 victory over Ramapo
last Monday. Before the match the
Kean team remained objective
about insuring success after
Ramapo defaulted three matches
due to lack of players.
Action began with Donna Patton playing 1st singles for Kean.
Well placed shots reflected
Donna's experience and knowledge of the game. She left her opponent Alison Cannito, discouraged and quite exhausted after Patton's 6-4, 7-6 (7-4)victory.
Second singles player Jo Ann
Owens, the only returning member on Kean's tea(ll, impressively
defeated Patricia Clarke 7-5, 6-3 .
Clarke was up 5-1 in the first set
when Jo Ann Owens steamrolled

by her to capture the first set. Jo
Ann then remained in control for
the rest of the match.
Third and fourth singles matches
were quickly completed as Terry
Hartjen defeated Yvette Wright 60, 6- 1 . Karen Fischbach stunned
Lea Morales 6-0, 6-0.
The first doubles team of Hartjen
and Owens had little trouble in
folding Ramapo's Cannito and
Clarke 6-1 , 6-2.
In second doubles action Kean's
Fischbach and Heffner defeated
Wright and Morales. Both Fischbach and Heffner utilized their
lefty serves to overwhelm the girls
from Ramapo6-0, 6-0 .
Kean's impressive win over
Ramapo brings their record to 2-0 .
The team recently was victorious
over Fairleigh Dickinson University 6-3 away at Teaneck.

Women's tennis
score sheet
Singles
1) Donna Patton vs . Alison Cannito, K, 6-4, 7-6 (7-4); 2) Jo Ann
Owens vs . Patricia Clarke, K, 7-5,
6-3; 3) Terry Hartjen vs. Yvette
Wright, K, 6-0, 6- 1; 4) Karen Fischbach vs. Lei! Morales, K, 6-0, 60; 5) Donna Heffner vs. Default, K;
6) Joan Marie Benedetto vs. Default, K.

Doubles
1) Owens & Hartjen vs. Cannito
& Clarke, K, 6- 1, 6-2; 2) Fishbach
& Heffner vs. Wright & Morales, K,
6-0, 6-0; 3) Patton & Benedetto vs.
Default, K.

Final
Kean : 9, team record
Ramapo 0, team record 0-3.

Kean's Jo Ann Owens def~ated Ramapo's Patricia Clarke 7-5, 6-3.

2-0;

photo by Chung-Hsiang Wu

Track coach is ''Moore'' than awesome
Can a coach be so successful
that his accomplishments are accepted as routine or commonplace? That appears to be the
case for Glassboro State Track and
Field Coach, Oscar Moore, Jr.
One look at Moore's record in
track and field at Glassboro State
and the only word that can describe what the Profs coach has
accomplished is awesome.
Moore has won five straight National Collegiate Atheltic Association, Division Ill Track and Field
championships in a row and nine
straight New Jersey State Athletic
Conference crowns.
His latest win in the NCAA, Divisdn Ill Track and Field Championships came on May 26, 1984.
The feat of five consecutive titles is
unmatched by any coach in track
and field in Division Ill.

Moore's teams have made a
shambles out of the NJSAC Championship meet each May. In 1983
the Profs amassed an amazing
149½ points to the rest of the Conference's 133½.
Before starting his string of five
consecutive national track and
field championships, Moore's run- ,
ners and jumpers place second in
1978and 1979.
Although
five
consecutive
NCM track and field championships can certainly stand on its
own, Moore has coached 71 AllAmericans and 15 individual national champions.
Moore, a former Olympian who
represented the United States in
the 5,000 meter run in Tokyo,
Japan in 1964, is still an active runner. He set a national age group record for 10,000 meters.

The Glassboro State coach has
been named "Athlete of the Year"
by Runners World Magazine for the
10,000 meters and the halfmarathon. A seven time All-American himself, Moore graduated
from Southern Illinois University
where he is also a member of his ·
college's Sports Hall of Fame.
Moore came to Glassboro State
in the Fall of 1971 as a physical
education instructor. He is now an
Assistant Professor of Physical Edu- '
cation.
In addition to track and field,
Moore is an assistant coach of
Glassboro State's highly successful
cross-country team. The Profs
have won ten consecutive NJSAC
cross-country championships.
Winning is never a routine thing
unless your name is Oscar Moore,
Jr.

----~

Final score was 9-0 in Kean's (2-0) victory over Ramapo (0-3).
photo by Chung-Hsiang Wu

Kean team hangs tough
at NJAIAW championship
By Donna Heffner
Four players from the women's
tennis team represented Kean this
past weekend at the New Jersey
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics of Women (NJAIAW) Cham~
pionship tournament held at
Mercer Park . .
Competition was tough as the
dauntless girls from Kean faced
some of the top ranked players in
the state.
Singles matches were played by
Donna Patton and Karen Fischbach . After a long three set
match, Donna was defeated by St.
Peter's Angela Castilio 4-6, 6-1 , 64. Karen Fischbach drew a bye in
the first round and was unfortunate

in the second round as the draw
paired her with top seed Peggy
Paul i from Seton Hall. Peggy defeated Karen, 6-1, 6-0.
The doubles team of Jo Ann
Owens and Terry Hartjen were
very successful as they advanced
all the way to the quarterfinals before they were beaten . In the first
round Owens and Hartjen de- .
feated Brown and Franca, Newark
Rutgers ,6-3, 7-5; second round :
Owens and Hartjen defeated Ballinger and Giralo, Camden Rutgers
6-2, 6-0; quarter finals : Kaufman
and Heineman, Trenton State defeated Owens and Hartjen 6-1, 6-

3.

Men's soccer upsets Trenton State, 1-0
By Danny McCormick
The soccer Squires showed no
signs of letting up their seven game
winning streak as they added two
more wins to their record, now 71-0. Among last week's victories
was 1-0 upset over Trenton State,
undefeated until they faced Kean
College.
On Wednesday, September 26,
the Squires traveled to Hoboken
and squared off against Stevens
Tech . The game was marked by a
lone Kean goal from midfielder
James Ryan. Unassisted, Ryan cut
in on the left into the 18 yd . box,
cut back inside and hit the ball into
the opposite corner past Stevens
keeper Fernando Cruz . Kean outshot Stevens 13-3, and Chris
O' Brien got the shutout.
The Squires returned to their
home turf on Satu rday, September
29, to play a 7-0-1 Trenton State ·
. team. The Lions came out tough,
and O'Brien had to- make his first
save of the game when he punched
out Glenn Sweet's curling shot.
About fifteen minutes into the
match, Kean's Mark Commandatore picked the ball up on the right
from Everton Kameka and shot into

a diving Trenton keeper.
Commandatorre took another
shot point blank at keeper Gary
Tanteleff who caught it. Kean defender Fred Napoli came up and
volleyed a corner kick that Tanteleff had to touch over the crossbar.
Danny Regan and Sweet of
Trenton penetrated Kean' s defense
but both saw their shots go just
wide.
Sabri Salhieh, recovering from
an injury, tried to back heel a shot ·
into the Trenton goal but the
keeper got it.
Well into the first half, Kean's
backline was caught out of position and forward Lucio Pannullo
came back to sweep the ball.
With less than six minutes remaining in the first half, the game
turned around for the Squires.
Kameka had the ball in the Trenton
box and left it for defender Joe Anselmo who cracked it in for the
game's only goal. Before the half
was over, Anselmo almost made it
2-0 when his header missed the net
by inches.
In the second half, Kean came
out strong as Nick D'Ambrosia

forced the keeper to push out his
sharp left angle shot. Kameka cut
into the box from right to left and
touched · the ball to Commandatorre who just missed the goal.
Trenton had an opportunity
when Regan hit a volley just wide .
Kean continued to attack. Pannullo passed to Mike Brandell on
the left in the box but the shot
missed its mark. Kameka's dangerous header was caught by Tanteleff. Anselmo's direct kick was
punched out. Salhieh was in front
of the goal with four men on him
unti I the ball was finally cleared.
The Squires fought until the final
whistle and outsh'ot Trenton 14-7.
Kean goes on the road to N.J.I.T.
Wednesday, October 3, and returns for Satu rday's game against
Ramapo (2-3-0). The conference
game will be held behind the gym
at 11 :00 a.m .
Corner Kicks ... O'Brien recorded his fifth shutout in last _
Saturday's important conference
game . .. the Squires are now No.
1 in the region and tied with Wil liam Paterson for the No. 1 spot in
the conference . . . Nationally,
Keanisrankedinthetopten .

Veteran Goaltender Chris O'Brien has five shutouts this season.
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